Everybody wants them!

Moss' EMPIRE THEATRE

PROPRIETORS: MOSS' EMPIRES LTD.
Chairman: Prince Littler
Managing Director: Val Parnell
Area Manager: Zee Willing
Manager: Jack Stretton

PRICE OF ADMISSION (Incl. Tax)
- Boxes: £1.50
- Circle: £1.00
- Stalls: £0.80
- Upper Circle: £0.50
- Gallery: £0.10

Next Week
6.0 TWICE NIGHTLY - 8.15

Robert Bros.
HIP HIP ZOO RAY
CIRCUS

Elephants - Sea Lions - Lions
Llamas - Ponies - Chimpanzees

In accordance with the requirements of the Leeds City Council (1), the public is warned that all ticket holders must be seated in the auditorium by 6.30, and no admittance will be allowed at the door after that time. The public is requested to be seated in the order in which tickets have been purchased. Seats will be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis. No Standing Room is available at this performance.
Probably
the world's finest thorn-proof

There's nothing like the Glencairn tweed for giving a man confidence in his clothes—this superb material tailors so beautifully, hangs so perfectly.

Made from pure virgin wool, finely spun, with tweed-like warp and weft, it has a smooth, tight weave produced in 40 patterns—ideal for informal wear. Guaranteed thorn-proof.

Glencarnew

⅔. Jacket 10 gns.
⅔. Piece Suit 15 gns.

Available in Leeds only at...
★ Brill Bond Street & New Briggs
★ Matthias Robinson Ltd. Briggs
and at leading men's shops throughout the country

PROGRAMME
for week commencing MONDAY, 28th NOVEMBER, 1955

PAUL RAYMOND presents

LAS VEGAS
in the Wonder of "Stereophonic Sound"

1. OVERTURE..................... The Empire Orchestra
2. WELCOME TO VEGAS........ Ken Roberts; The Ramone Brothers; Donie Ross; The Eight Silver Dollar Girls and Ensemble
3. THE LUCKY STRIKE CLUB..... The Eight Silver Dollar Girls; Desmond Lano; and Ensemble. Featuring the voice of JOHNNY RAY in the wonder of "Stereophonic Sound"
4. KEN ROLAND
   The New Singing Personality
5. THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN...... The Silver Dollar Girls; The Ramone Brothers; Donie Ross; and featuring the voices of EDDIE FISHER, THE FOUR ACES and FRANK SINATRA in "Stereophonic Sound"
6. KENNETH EARLE & MALCOLM VAUGHAN
   New Stars of Stage, Television and H.M.V. Records
7. CLUB HAWAII.................. Al Shaw; The Ramone Brothers; Desmond Lano; The Silver Dollar Girls and Ensemble; and featuring the voice of BRING GROSSY in "Stereophonic Sound"
8. HOTEL SAHARA.................. Nick Antone and Ensemble
9. INDIAN LOVE CALL............. The Girls; The Ramone Brothers and Ensemble; featuring Ross and Ramara plus part of the sound track of the P.G.Y. film "Rose Marie," featuring the voices of HOWARD KEEL, HERNANDO LAMAS and ANN BLYTH

INTERMISSION
THE EMPIRE ORCHESTRA
enter the direction of IMMANUEL ROGERS
FULLY LICENSED BARS IN ALL PARTS OF THE THEATRE
Programme continued overleaf
10. WHEEL OF FORTUNE .......... Ken Roland, The Eight Silver Dollar Girls, and featuring the voices of KAY STARR, FRANKIE LAINE, and JO STAFFORD in "Stereophonic Sound!"

11. DESMOND LANE .................................... Rhythm 'N Blues

12. THE LAS VEGAS FASHION PARADE .......... The Silver Dollar Girls, and featuring Anna Shore and her Las Vegas Troupettes, with the voice of EDDIE FISHER in "Stereophonic Sound!"

13. GANGSTER'S NIGHT OUT .......... The Ramone Brothers

14. JACK ANTON .................................. Speaks for himself

15. FROM OUT OF SPACE .......... The Girls, and featuring Ross and Ramasa

16. KENNETH EARLE and MALCOLM VAUGHAN

17. CABARET TIME .......... The Eight Silver Dollar Girls and Ensemble, and featuring the voices of NAT (KING) COLE, THE TRUMPET AND ORCHESTRA OF HARRY JAMES and THE MODERNMASTERS in the wonder of "Stereophonic Sound!"

18. LAS VEGAS BIDS YOU GOODNIGHT .... The Entire Company

Elizabeth Dassin

Production and Choreography: JEAN RAYMOND

Direction: Paul Raymond Bros. Studios (designed and constructed by Elizabeth Dassin)

Costumes: Paul Raymond Bros. Studios (designed and executed by Elizabeth Dassin)

Sound: Paul Raymond Bros. Studios (supplied by E.C.A. Fitzgerald Ltd., an associate of the RAYMOND COMPANY OF AERIALS, INC.)

Musical Director: A. Shaw

Choral Director: George Pankows

Company Manager: John Horacek

* This production is the result of much attention to detail, and is a genuine attempt to present a complete production, very much in the programmes.

* Photo-Rite: Photography in the Theatre is Forbidden

BOOK NOW FOR EMILE LITTLER'S GREAT LAUGHTER PANTOMIME MOOTHER GOOSE with NAT MILL AND ROY BARBOUR
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NOW is the Time to
ASK AT THE BARS
FOR HEMINGWAY'S
B.S.A. AND DOMINO ALES
ALSO O.G. GUINNESS STOUT

You, too, smoke 'THREES'?

Well yes. I find I've grown a little
hard to satisfy ... the first packet on
the shelf no longer suits me. But these
THREES' have something.

Nobody knows more about blending
the finer cigarette than State Express.
Yet THREES cost no more.

State Express
'Three Threes'
made for the individualist
1/9½ for 10 3/7 for 20